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A lighthearted gift publication for retirees. In the next twenty years, over 60 million seniors will
celebrate the passage into that fresh lifestyle of simple pleasures and sagging body parts. This
fun assortment of colorful rates and photos is an ideal dose. Because they face spending
plenty of period without spending lots of money, the best antidote because of this epidemic is
laughter--and lots of it.
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Cute postcard substitute Coworker really loved it. As someone suggested, it might be great for
an organization to sign this instead of a card, but I couldn't arrange that. I put it with two
other little retirement-related items in something special bag. Thought she'd like the cute & It
was perfect. Four Stars cute book, gave with gift card at retirement party. Some of the
quotations by celebrities are clever and band true. The animal pictures are darling. pictures. It
was fun for various other guests to look through. Kind of substitutes the traditional retirement
postcards, you also don't have to think about wishes to create)) Very colorful Cute, not nasty
As others have noted this book is fairly small, so it's very little of a pension party gift for the
price. Good gift I bought this for an excellent friend's early pension. Didn't desire anything this
humorous. To go with this, I bought an "old man outfit" of flowered clothing, plaid shorts, dark
slide sandals not to mention they were stuffed with white socks! Was disappointed that for
nearly $20 this reserve was about the ... Was disappointed that for almost $20 this publication
was about the size of a small envelope! Nevertheless the quotations & Usually it was ok. the
animal pictures sweet so was still a good little Happy Retirement present. This one is not as
nasty as pension books often are about growing old and doing nothing at all. The books are
adorable We had everyone sign these books while keepsakes for our retirees. It was perfect.
Sent it back. This book is a good concept and l like everything about it except that .. Thanks a
lot for the fast provider! This book is a great concept and l like everything about any of it
except that it is smaller than expected. Every page made me personally smile. Great pictures
and captions. Cute gift Bought this for a woman friend who is retiring at age 65 years old.
Great little cheerful book Great small cheerful book! Beautiful photography of animals,
accompanied with humorous commentary, in addition to reflective quotations. Anybody who's
retiring must have one! A fun present for a retiree - specifically person who likes "books".
Because the recipient is definitely retiring relatively early to look after a grandchild, the
standard retirement jokes are inappropriate. how accurate sayings & The individual I gave it
to wants "cute" greater than I do, so she seemed to like it.. Fun retirement book. Gave this book
to Sister-in-law within her retirement present, she loves dogs, so the lady got a kick out of this
book. Great retirement gift I gave the reserve to a friend for her retirement. It is rather funny!
Sent it back again. The captions are mildly humorous. Not worth the amount of money Not well
worth $13 +. sayings are appropriate & Great Book! Best book for my dads retirement! Didn't
wish anything this humorous. I'd buy it again! He cherished it! The books are adorable. It's a
small, hardcover book that was very sweet.
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